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ABSTRACT

A package of codes for physical calculations of VVER reactors, used at the RRC
"Kurchatov Institute" is discussed including the purpose of these codes, approximations used,
degree of data verification, possibilities of automation of calculations and presentation of
results, trends of further development of the codes.

INTRODUCTION

The works on modernization of the W E R fuel cycles necessitated an accelerated
development of codes for physical calculations of these reactors. Recently the package of such
codes used at the RRC "Kurchatov Institute" was essentially updated and expanded. Below
the codes entering this package, their purpose, approximations used, degree of verification,
possibilities of automation of calculations and presentation of results, trends of further
development of the codes are briefly discussed.

All the codes discussed were created at the RRC "Kurchatov Institute".

PACKAGE OF CODES FOR PHYSICAL CALCULATIONS OF W E R REACTORS,
USED AT THE RRC "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE"

MCU-RFFI/A Code

Purpose
The code is designed for solution of problems of 10 MeV-10'5 eV
neutron transport by the Monte Carlo method. The code gives the
possibility to solve both uniform (on criticality) and nonuniform (with
the given source) problems for systems with an arbitrarily complicated
three-dimensional geometry. The admissible boundary conditions -
leakage through the external surface, white and mirror reflections,
translational symmetry.
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Main
applications

Approximations
used

- verification of engineering codes for physical calculations of nuclear
reactors;
- verification of neutron cross sections on the basis of calculation
treatment of experimental results;
- precision calculations of multiplying systems with a complicated
spatial-energy distributions of neutrons.

Geometry of the calculated system, its material and registration zones is
described as a Bulev combination of a set of simple bodies (cylinders,
cones, balls, parallelepipeds, etc.). The code simulates the processes of
neutron-nucleus collisions taking into account the energy change
dependence on the scattering angle. Both the use of step-by-step and
continuous forms of nuclear cross sections dependence vs energy is
permissible. The difference in the fission spectra for prompt and
delayed neutrons can be taken into account.
In the region of unresolved resonances the neutron cross sections of
nuclei are calculated by the subgroup parameters or using the
Bondarenko f-factors. For the region of resolved resonances both the
subgroup and point-by-point descriptions of cross sections are
admitted. The cross sections of most important nuclides are calculated
by the resonance parameters with allowance for their Doppler
broadening. Modeling of collisions in the region of neutron
thermolization can be made in the multigroup approximation or basing
on the model of continuous energy variation. In both cases the thermal
motion of nuclei, effect of chemical binding and coherent effects of
elastic scattering are taken into account.
Code MCU-RFFI/A has an independent bank of evaluated nuclear data,
DLC/MCUDAT, which incorporates:
BNAB/MCU -extended and updated version of 26-group nuclear data

library BNAB-78;
LIPAR -library of resonance parameters for the region of

resolved resonances;
TEPKON -library of multigroup cross sections for the region of

neutron thermalization;
VESTA -library of tables of probabilities for modeling

neutron-nucleus collisions in the thermalization region,
obtained from the S(a,P) scattering laws for modeling
neutron-nucleus collisions in the region of
thermalization.

Bank DLC/MCUDAT is verified by the data from more than 300
integral experiments; it insures the accuracy of calculations of W E R -
type critical assemblies nearly equal to that obtained by MCNP code
with the use of library ENDF/B-V (0.3-0.4% in KefT).
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Output
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Code
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Application
experience
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Approximations
used

Geometry of the system, composition and temperature of material
zones and objects, boundary energies of neutron groups registered,
requirements to the list and statistical accuracy of functionals
calculated.

The code gives the possibility to calculate the distributions of neutron
flux, reaction rates and spectral indices, few-group neutron cross
sections of materials and particular nuclides, multiplication factor and
parameters of point kinetics of the system, average neutron fluxes and
currents on the cell surfaces. For the uniform heterogeneous fuel
lattices with a specified buckling vector the neutron diffusion
coefficients can be obtained in the determinations of Benoist and
Bonalumi.

Code feasibilities are determined in many respects by the computer
productivity. The code does not impose any special requirements on the '
memory.

The code is verified and has RF Gosatomnadzor's license to be used for
solution of reactor problems.

On the basis of MCU-RFFI/A the code package MCU-REA was
developed for performance of accurate calculations of bumup of
uniform fuel lattices, FAs and core fragments.

KASSETA-2 Code

Preparation and approximation multiparametric dependencies of few-
group neutron cross sections for FAs and for cells of fuel rods, absorber
rods, burnable absorber rods and for other cells included in these FAs
as well as derivatives of these cross sections as functions of reactor
state and fuel bumup, required for the BIPR and PERMAK codes (see
below).

Calculation of spatial-energy distribution of neutrons in the FA cross
section symmetry sector is performed with a fine (pin-by-pin) mesh by
the finite difference method with the use of four groups of neutrons.
The boundary energies of groups are: 10MeV-0.8MeV-5.5keV-
0.625eV-0. Macroscopic group cross sections of non-fuel cells and
materials as well as group macroscopic cross sections of heavy nuclides
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Input
information

Output
information

Code feasibility

and fission products in the fuel rod cells are prepared for all the
specified reactor states and for the chosen range of fuel burnups by
multigroup module UNIRASOS. The microscopic cross sections of
nuclides for two upper groups of neutrons, used in this module, are
obtained by generalizing the results of multigroup calculations of
neutron spectra of typical uranium-water lattices. The nuclide cross
sections for the resonance neutron group are determined by
semiempirical formulas approximating the results of multigroup
calculations and measurement data. Neutron spectra, reaction rates and
nuclear neutron cross sections in the thermal energy region are
calculated using N.I. Laletin's differential model of neutron
thermalization. For accounting the cell heterogeneity the first collision
probability method is used.

Calculations of neutrons distribution in FA are performed iteratively
with refinement of the neutron leakage in the groups determined by
provision of FA criticality conditions. The determination of
dependencies of averaged few-group neutron cross sections of FA is
performed by cycles: calculation of neutron distribution in FA, reaction
speeds, averaged cross sections and their derivatives being performed
successively for each of specified reactor states, then a step on bumup
of FA in the working state, and again the calculations for all the
specified states of FA and so on. The fuel burnup calculations are
performed pin by pin. During these calculations variations in the
concentrations of 19 heavy nuclides, six fission products and one
fission pseudoproduct in the fuel are taken into account in explicit
form. The approximation of found dependencies of group neutron cross
sections of FA and its separate cells is reduced to the determination of
coefficients of polynomials used by codes BIPR and PERMAK.

Geometry and materials of FA, types and location of fuel rods, absorber
rods, burnable absorber rods in FA, guiding and measurement tubes,
parameters of specified states (coolant temperature and density, boron
concentration in the coolant, fuel temperature, presence/absence of
xenon/samarium in the fuel, fuel bumup variation range), required
calculation results.

Dependencies of few-group effective neutron cross sections of FA, its
cells, derivatives of these cross sections and fractions of delayed
neutrons vs reactor state and fuel burnup. Coefficients of approximation
of these dependencies for the BIPR and PERMAK codes. Variations of
pin by pin power distribution, fuel burnup and isotope composition,
burnable absorber concentration, FA multiplying properties in the
process of FA operation.

Specified parameters of FA state shall be limited by the values taking
place under normal operation conditions of VVER. Geometry and
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materials of FA shall be close to those used in VVER-440 and VVER-
1000 reactors.

Code is verified and has the RF Gosatomnadzor license for
performance of design and operational physical calculations of VVER.

KASSETA-TVEG, a version of the KASSETA-2 code makes it
possible to perform calculations for FA bundle IFBA (based on Gd2O3

and ZrB2). The code permits the calculations with the use of six groups
of neutrons (three subgroups of thermal neutrons) to be carried out.

TVS-M Code

As for the KASSETA-2 code

Code uses the nuclear data library used in the MCU-RPFI code (see
above). For the region of slowing - down neutrons 10.5MeV>E>4.65
keV (.1-12 groups of BNAB) this library, in addition to group values of
neutron cross sections of nuclides, includes their subgroup parameters
and corresponding temperature dependencies, prompt and delayed
neutron spectra, average energies, output fractions and constants of
decay of the sources of six groups of delayed neutrons. For the energy
region of resolved resonances 4.65keV>E>0.625 eV (13-24 groups of
BNAB with some modification of the data for group 24) the library, in
addition to neutron cross sections of nuclides in groups and their
subgroup parameters, contains the information on the parameters of the
most important resolved resonances. For the thermal region of neutron
energies EO.625 eV the library offers the neutron cross sections as
applied to 24 energy groups. The library also includes scattering
matrixes for oxygen and carbon, obtained in terms of gas model for
temperatures 300, 373, 473, 558 and 623°K as well as those for
hydrogen in water at the same temperatures, based on Kopell-Young
model.

The code runs by cycles which include the following typical steps
(preparing the constant library for BIPR and PERMAK codes the
contents of steps are somewhat different):
- detailed multigroup transport calculations of neutron spectra for all
kinds of FA cells (fuel rod, absorber rod, burnable absorber rods etc.)
for their specified states, yielding 48-group neutron cross sections of
cells and cell materials and nuclides as well as nodal functionals of
cells;
- 48-group diffusion fine (pin-by-pin) mesh nodal calculations of
spatial-energy distribution of neutrons in the specified FA states,
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yielding few-group (one, two and four-groups) as well as six-group
(when using three subgroups of thermal neutrons) fluxes, values and
neutron cross sections of FA, cells and their materials and nuclides,
corresponding to the condition of FA criticality;
- fine (pin-by-pin) mesh calculation of fuel burnup in the critical
working state of FA (burnup step is ~ 2MW.day/kg).
Multiparametric dependencies of few-group neutron cross sections and
of other FA characteristics and its cells, resulting from multiple cyclic
repetition of above calculation steps, are approximated. The libraries of
approximation coefficients are given in formats used by BIPR and
PERMAK codes.
Detailed multigroup transport calculations of neutron spectrum in
"background" fuel cells and supercells (see below) are performed for
the region of slowing - down neutrons with dividing each of twelve
groups into 10-30 intervals equal in lethargy. The slowing down of
neutrons in elastic collisions can be calculated with allowance for a
linear term by the cosine of scattering angle in the center of inertia
system. In inelastic collisions the slowing - down of neutrons is
calculated using matrixes of inelastic transitions assuming the
distribution of neutrons, slowed down to the given'group, be uniform in
energy. For nuclides with subgroup description of cross sections the
heterogeneous subgroup calculation of their microsections is
performed.

Spatial distribution of neutrons in the cells and supercells is determined
(with their division into an arbitrary series of concentric material zones)
using the passing - through probability method. This method is based
on the use of probabilities, operatively calculated and depending only
on the size and properties of the probability zone considered for
neutrons, born in the zone as well as for those dropping to its boundary,
to escape from this zone or to have there the first collision. The sources
of neutron birth in the zones are supposed to be uniform and isotropic.
The angular distribution of neutrons dropping to the zone boundary is
described in the P-3 approximation. On the external boundaries of cells
and supercells the conditions of mirror reflection of neutrons are used.
The supercell model is used for calculations of detail neutron spectra in
non-fuel cells and in "non-background" fuel cells (e.g., in the "tveg"
cell containing Gd2O, in the fuel). These cells are considered as a
central region of supercell whose peripheral part is a medium of
homogenized "background" fuel cells.

Detailed calculations of neutron spectrum in the cells for the region of
resolved resonances are performed in the similar manner but with a
much more increased number of energy intervals (up to 500 in groups
16-18), considered in the groups. Calculations of neutron cross sections
for each required energy are performed basing on the parameters of
nuclear resonances with the use of modulus CROSS of the MCU-
RFFI/A code , which permits the effects of Doppler broadening of
levels, resonance overlapping, interference of potential and resonance
scatterings, etc. to be accounted in detail.
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Input
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Output
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Calculations of neutron spectra in cells and supercells for the region of
thermal neutrons are performed traditionally, using 24 groups of
neutrons and scattering matrixes described above.
The libraries of 48-group cell characteristics, being prepared, contain,
along with neutron cross sections of cells and their materials and
individual nuclides, group nodal functionals of the cells, in particular,
the transverse and longitudinal diffusion coefficients calculated by
somewhat modified Benuoist's method. Nodal functionals effectively
account for the internal cell's heterogeneity.
Fine mesh 48-group diffusion calculations of neutron distribution in FA
are carried out by solving the system of nodal equations of neutron
balance in the cells using cycles of internal and external iterations and
corresponding methods of their acceleration. The neutron balance
equations are based on the possibility of presenting the solution inside
the cells as a linear combination of symmetrical and antisymmetrical
eigenrunctions. Spatial-energy distributions of neutrons for the
specified FA states, obtained in the calculations, depend on the
direction of neutron leakage vector (along or across FA).
Burnup calculations are performed rod-by-rod within FA in the critical
working state. The variations in the concentrations of heavy nuclides
(from Th-232 to Cm-244), 96 fission products (from Kr-82 to Dy-163)
in the fuel, the concentration and isotope composition of burnable
absorber in burnable absorber rod and tveg cells are taken into account
in explicit form. It is possible to obtain the information about changes
in the nuclide compositions of both for the cells on the average and for
individual geometrical zones identified in these cells. The code allows
the influence of FA powerless outage time (at refuelings and storage of
irradiated FA in the fuel pond) on the isotope composition of fuel and
multiplying properties of FA to be taken into account. The code makes
it possible to calculate the changes in the ratio of Rh detectors signal to
FA power during their operation. Using the neutron spectra and
reaction speeds, obtained in the calculations for specified states of
neutron distributions in FA and its cells, the multiparametric
dependencies of two-group neutron cross sections and diffusion
coefficients of FA for the BIPR codes and 4-6 group neutron cross
sections and nodal functionals of the cells for the PERMAK codes ,
needed for the calculation of the reactor as a whole, can be determined
by averaging and approximated.

Geometry and materials of FA, types, characteristics and location of FA
cells, parameters of the specified states of FA, requirements to the used
approximations, problems to be solved, content and formats of the
presentation of calculation results.

Coefficients of approximation of multiparametric dependencies of few-
group neutron cross sections as well as of other characteristics of FA
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Input
information

and their cells in the formats of the BIPR and PERMAK codes , change
in the isotope composition of fuel and burnable poison in the process of
FA operation, , results of additional calculations performed on the
user's requests.

Geometry, materials and parameters of FA state shall be close to those
used in the VVER reactors under normal operational conditions.

The code is verified and has the RF Gosatomnadzor license to be used
for design and operational physical calculations of VVER.

Additional calculation modules are being developed to extend the
composition and to increase the detalization of the results obtained.

BIPR-7 Code

Calculations of the criticality parameters, reactivity effects and
coefficients, differential and integral control rod worths, three-
dimensional power distributions in the VVER-440 and VVER-1000
cores, calculation modeling of burnup and refuelings processes, xenon-
135 and samarium-149 transients.

Two-group diffusion approximation is used. The system of neutron
balance equations is solved using a coarse, three-dimensional, mesh
hexagonal in plan mesh whose nodal points coincide with the FA
centers. The neutron balance equation uses effectively seven flux points
in the FA cross section (in its center and by angles). Accounting of
thermal neutron leakage is made in the approximation of two half-
spaces. Calculation of the reactivity coefficients and other parameters
of points kinetics is performed on the basis of perturbation theory in
one-group approximation.

Geometry of the core, reactor thermal power, inlet coolant temperature,
density and flow rate, size, type and locations of fixed FA and CR fuel
followers in the core, fuel burnup distribution as well as the
concentrations of promethium and samarium along the height of fixed
FA and CR fuel followers, distribution of CRs by the withdrawal
priority groups, location of CR in the core height, libraries of
coefficients of approximation of multiparameteric dependencies of two-
group neutron cross sections, diffusion coefficients of FA, boundary
conditions for CR absorbers, radial and axial blankets, the symmetry
sector of the reactor used in the calculations, the amount of calculation
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layers in the core height, the number of the calculation layer for
performance of pin-by-pin calculations of fuel burnup by the
PERMAK-360B code (see below), the type of the problem to be
solved, format of printing results etc.

The resulting information corresponds generally to the information
specified above in the item "Purpose". By the extension of the source
information the code can be used for the comparison of the calculations
with the data on startups and fuel load operation, determination of the
repeated criticality temperature at the end of fuel load performance,
simulation of core life prolongation, etc. To carry out PERMAK-360B
calculations the information is given on the variation of boron
concentration in the coolant during the fuel load bumup, power of the
calculating layer, coolant temperatures and axial components of
neutron flux buckling in each FA for this layer.

The code gives a possibility to perform calculations for the core
symmetry sectors 30, 60, 120, 180 and 360 degrees. The code is
provided with an archive which offers the possibility to continue the
run upon interruption and cyclic performance of burnup calculations for
a series of fuel loads.

The code is verified and has RF Gosatomnadzor's license to be used
for design and operational physical calculations of VVER reactors.

The BIPR-7A code is the version of the BIPR-7 code, which is
included in code package KASKAD (see below).

BIPR-8 Code

It is similar to that of the BEPR-7 code but with achieving a higher
accuracy of calculations.

Code BIPR-8 is a nodal three-dimensional two-group diffusion
physical model of VVER. The core is represented as a system of
equivalent regular hexagonal prisms (nodes) formed mentally by
dividing the FAs in height by horizontal planes. Along with the proper
core, the calculation region may be added with nodes of the side, top
and bottom reflectors as well as (for the VVER-440) with CR
absorbers. The node properties are characterized by their averaged
group neutron cross sections. Two groups of neutrons are considered:
slowing - down (1) and thermal (2). It is assumed that the neutron
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distributions inside the nodes can be represented as the sum of
asymptotic <l>,s(p,(p,z) and transient Ot components:

O| = Oas + p<t>, <I>2 = r<I>as + Ot
Here p,<p,z - are the local coordinates connected with the node centers
(taking into account the hexagonal form of nodes the range of p
variation is a function of (p)

14

®x = lO°lge"AE/L. where

O°,g. is the average value of transient solution on the g surface of node
(g=l...G, G=14 due to account for the contributions of each of halves
of the side bounds of the node to the transient solution);
Ag is the shortest distance from the considered point of node to its
surface g;
L- is the length of thermal neutron diffusion in the node.
It is supposed that the asymptotic components of the solution in the
nodes permit separation of the variables

fl>M-R{p,<p)Z(z)
where both R and Z can be represented by the sum of their
symmetric (s) and asymmetric (a) components:

R=ARs(p) + Ra(p,<p) Z = Zs(z) + BZa, where

Rs = J0(B,p) Ra = I bJUBrp) cos (mcp + 8m) for Br
2 > 0 and

Rs = Io(Brp) R, = Z bmIm(Brp) cos (m<p + 5m) for Br
2< 0, and

Zj = cos (Bzz) Z, = sin(Bzz) for B ^ O , and
Z« = ch(Bzz) Z, = sh(Bzz) for Bz

2 < 0

Here Jm and Im - are the Bessel functions of the real and imaginary
arguments;
Br and Bz

2 - are the buclings of radial and axial distributions of the
asymptotic component of the neutron flux in the node
Br + Bz

2 = je2
0 ae2

0 = (Ko/Keff - 1)/Mo2, and
ae2

0 , Ko and Mo2 - are the asymptotic values of the material buckling,
multiplication factor and squared length of neutron migration in the
node.
At the above approximations the system of node neutron balance
equations, based on the use of the conditions of sewing the averaged
group fluxes and currents on the boundary surfaces common for'
neighbor nodes permits the eigenvalue of the problem to be iteratively
found, and the values of group neutron fluxes Fi and F2, average over
the node volume, to be determined. Cycles of inner and outer iterations
are used with corresponding procedures of their acceleration.
In the course of iterations the values of A,B,bm, 8m,cl)otgi Br

2, B z \ r, p, Fi,
F2 and K«ff are successively refined. The feedback effects are considered
at the stage of outer iterations. The principles of determination of
criticality parameters, reactivity effects, control rod worths, simulation
of burnup and refueling processes as well as of Xe-135 and Sm-149
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transients are similar to those used in the 13IPR-7 code . The calculation
of reactivity coefficients and other parameters of point kinetics of the
reactor is performed on the basis of perturbation theory in the two-
group approximation. The BIPR-8 code ensures a higher accuracy of
calculations (comparing with the BIPR-7 calculations the errors in K,,r
values and in the description of power distributions are reduced by
about an order of magnitude)

The input information is similar to that for the BIPR-7 code . When the
CR absorbers and reflectors are introduced into the calculation region,
the two-group neutron cross sections of the corresponding nodes shall
be specified.

The output information is similar to that for the BIPR-7 code. A
possibility is given to output an additional information on the average
values of group neutron fluxes and currents on the external node
surfaces and on power distributions inside the nodes.

As for the BIPR-7 code

The code is verified and has the RF Gosatomnadzor's license to be used
for design and operational physical calculations of VVER reactors.

BEPR-8KN is a version of the BIPR-8 code offering the possibility to
analyze the effects of three-dimensional space-time kinetics of power
distributions in the VVER cores with allowance for six groups of
delayed neutrons. Together with the ATHLET code developed by GRS
specialists (Germany) this code forms a physical and thermal-hydraulic
package of code for the analysis of VVER reactivity accidents. A
version of this code package was created where the ATHLET code is
replaced by the.Russian code RASNAR-2.

PERMAK-360B Code

Comparison of the calculation results with the measurement data
obtained on the critical facilities. Preparation of boundary conditions
for the side reflector, used in the BIPR-7 code. Performance of two-
dimensional pin-by-pin calculations of VVER fuel load bumup in the
specified core cross section.
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The four-group diffusion approximation is used. The system of cell
neutron balance equations is solved by the finite difference method on
two-dimensional hexagonal mesh whose nodal point's coincide with the
centers of FA fuel rods. The calculation region, in addition to FA cells,
includes the cells of the reactor side reflectors. In the comparison of
calculations with the measurements on the critical fapilities the neutron
leakage along the assembly height is expressed through the value of FA
height buckling. Preparation of boundary conditions for the BIPR-7
code is performed by the calculation of group values of neutron fluxes
and currents averaged over the peripheral faces of peripheral FAs. The
two-dimensional pin-by-pin fuel burnup calculations are performed
with effective allowance for the three-dimensionality of the reactor. For
this purpose, in addition to multiparametric dependencies of cell few-
group neutron cross sections, the information obtained from the
preliminary BIPR-7 calculations on changes during the FA operation,
in the boron concentration in the coolant, calculated layer power and,
(individually for each FA in the layer) local (for this layer) values of
height bucklings and coolant temperatures are used.

The input information depends on the type of the problem to be solved.
In the comparison of the calculation results with the data of
measurements on the critical facility it is needed to have the description
of its structure and four-group neutron cross sections for all its
calculation cells. In the preparation of boundary conditions for the side
reflector of the reactor, required by the BIPR-7 code for the cores
consisting of several types of FA, the necessary information can be
specified in FA - by FA mode. In performance of pin-by-pin
calculations of fuel load it is necessary to have:
- charts of FAs location (by their types) in the core;
- libraries of approximation coefficients for multiparametric
dependencies of cell four-group neutron cross sections for these FAs
and for side reflector;
- results of BEPR-7 calculations of fuel load burnup, required by this
code (see above);
- results of pin-by-pin burnup calculations by the PERMAK code of
previous fuel load of the core.

The code gives the possibility to obtain from the calculations:
- calculation values of K^-of the critical facility as well as distributions
of group neutron fluxes, reaction rates and spectral indices in its cross-
section;
- two-group boundary conditions for the external faces of peripheral
FA, required by the BIPR-7 code;
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- changes in pin-by-pin power distribution and FA fuel burnup during
the fuel load operation, with indication of the highest powered fuel rod
locations and fuel burnups.

The code admits the possibility to perform calculations for core
symmetry sectors 30, 60, 120, 180 and 360 degrees. This allows the
effects due to transfer of FA with asymmetrical properties to the
opposite sector of core symmetry to be analyzed. The code has a special
calculation module for obtaining the values of group neutron fluxes and
currents averaged over FA faces, and for determining one- and two-
group neutron cross-sections and other FA characteristics, in particular,
changes of multiplication factors of FAs during their operation.

The code is verified and has the RF Gosatomnadzor's license to be used
for design and operational physical calculations of VVER.

PERMAK-A is a multilayer version of the PERMAK-360B code
included in the code package KASKAD (see below).
PERMAK-3D is a three-dimensional fine (pin-by-pin in plan) mesh
four-group diffusion code for analysis of the features of power
distributions in the W E R cores with sharp changes in the neutron
spectrum (near the compound section of absorber - CR fuel follower of
WER-440, near the lower part of absorber cluster of VVER ÎOOO, in
the area of CR fuel follower insertion to the lower supporting plate of
WER-440, etc.)

KASKAD Code package

The increase in the detalization and extension of the nomenclature of
W E R physical calculations. Automation of:
- comparison of calculation results with the data on startup and
operation of fuel loads;
- performance of calculations of detailed neutronic characteristics of
fuel loads and presentation of the results (in accordance with the
nomenclature of such results, adopted in RF);
- checks of correspondence of the calculated characteristics of chosen
fuel load to the adopted design restrictions (in particular, fuel bumup-
depending restrictions on the linear heat generation rate of fuel rods and
"jumps" of these rates during refueling operations, CR movements and
reactor power variations).

The code package includes:
- codes BIPR-7A, PROROK-A, PERMAK-A and PIR-A (see below);
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- archive H1PI-A containing the information on the operation history of
power units of the given NPP (compositions and fuel loading patterns,
calculated characteristics as well as the data on startup and operation of
fuel loads, in-core monitoring system characteristics, etc.);
- needed input information and libraries of constants for the above
mentioned codes;
- requirements and design restrictions for. the development of
forthcoming fuel loads;
- a control-supervisor code ensuring operative interactions of the above
codes and their communication with the archive.
The three-dimensional coarse mesh two-group diffusion code BIPR-7A
is the basic calculation module of the code package. The
approximations used are similar to those indicated for the BIPR-7 code.
In the calculations of fuel load burriup it prepares the information for all
the core calculation layers (for VVER-440 fuel loads 25 layers are
normally used) required by the PERMAK-A code.
The PROROK-A code is used for optimization of rearrangement of FA
in the reactor core during the refuelings.
The multilayer two-dimensional fine mesh diffusion six-group (using
three subgroups of thermal neutrons) code PERMAK-A is used for
performance of pin-by-pin calculations of fuel load bumups and for
obtaining the information on variations of linear heat generation rates
of fuel rods during CR group movement, reactor power changing and
Xe-135 transients. The equations of neutron balance in the cells for
three upper neutron groups in this code are based on the finite
difference approximation. For three subgroups of thermal neutrons the
nodal balance equations are used. This ensures a higher accuracy of
description in calculations of efficiencies of absorber rods and burnable
absorber rods, power distributions in FA fuel bundles and rate of
gadolinium burnup in fuel rods with uranium-gadolinium fuel.
The PIR-A code is used in the code package for:

- restoration of power distributions in the core by thermocouple
readings and signals from rhodium (Rh) detectors (with the
determination of FA powers and power distributions in the FA height);
- comparisons of calculated power distributions with restored ones;
- comparison of physical core characteristics (criticality parameters,
reactivity effects and coefficients, CR worths etc.) measured in the
startups and operation of fuel loads with the calculated ones.
The restoration of power distribution in the core is carried out using the
calculation modules of coolant heating in FA and connection of Rh-
detector currents with the local FA power. The calculation
characteristics of fuel load, required for carrying out comparisons, are
determined using the BIPR-7A code taking into account the features of
reactor state at the time of measurements (effective time of fuel load
performance, core thermal power values, control rod positions, inlet
coolant temperature, boron concentration in the coolant, Xe-135
transient effects etc.).
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Purpose

Approximation
used

Input information

The input data and libraries of constants for the B1PR-7A. PERMAK.-A
and PIR-A codes.
Information on the core operation history.
Requirements and design restrictions for the elaboration and
substantiation of the forthcoming fuel load.
Requirements to the succession and contents of problems to be solved,'
formats of results presentation (for the control-supervisor code).

In accordance with the requirements to the control-supervisor code.

The code package made it possible to perform calculations for core
symmetry sectors 30, 60, 120, 180 and 360 degrees. The possibility is
given to continue running after interruption and cyclic fulfillment of
calculations for successive series of fuel loads. The code package offers
to the user the possibility of visualization of the input data, process of
calculation performance and results obtained.

The BIPR-7A, PERMAK-A and PIR-A codes included to the package
are verified and have the licenses to be used for design and operational
physical calculations of W E R reactors.

PERMAK-AT is a version of the PERMAK-A code giving the
information on the conditions of fuel rod performance in FA
(temperatures of fuel, cladding and coolant jets, pressure of fission gas
in fuel rods, DNBR, etc.).
Development of additional calculation and service modules for
extending the code package feasibility is in progress.

IR Code

Calculation modeling and analysis of possibilities of optimization of
power changing in the VVER-1000 reactors

Similar to those used in the BIPR-7A and PERMAK-A codes.

Similar to those used in the BIPR-7A and PERMAK-A codes.
Additionally, the requirements to power changing and the information
on the previous history of reactor operation, necessary for accounting
forthe current state of Xenon-135 transient, are specified.
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Output information

Code
feasibility

Application
experience

Code versions
available and
in progress

Changes of the reactor criticality parameters and power distribution in
the core (in particular, the linear heat generation rate of fuel rods) in the
process of power changing.
The possibility of obtaining the information on the needs in water
exchange.

The code is adjusted for the current non-equilibrium state of the reactor,
interactive mode of code running and visualization of the results of
modeling the power changing on the monitor display.

The code is verified and has the RF Gosatomnadzor license to be used
for the analysis of the VVER-1000 power changing characteristics. It is
implemented to pilot operation at the Novo-Voronezh, Zaporozhie and
Rovno NPPs.

The works are in progress on entering the IR co.de to the KASKAD
code package and to the software of the normal standard ICIS of
WER-1000 reactor. The IR-440 code is being developed for modeling
VVER-440 power changing.
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